
The following code checks first if the 32-bit binary number is less than 10.  If the 
number is less than 10, the low-order byte of the binary number is stored as the 
first and only BCD digit.  Then all of the Double Dabble processing is skipped.

The index register R12 will have the same value as if the Double Dabble loop 
had done the work, so that any zero fill or ASCII conversion done afterwards 
will still work.

If the 32-bit binary number is 10 or greater, the regular Double Dabble 
processing is done.

The index register R12 is set up first, so that the index register is ready if the less-
than-10 processing is done.

START ORG 100H
; -----------------
; *** SET UP INDEX REGISTER LOAD
                SEX     R12
                LDI     HIGH(ENDDIG)
                PHI     R12
                LDI     LOW(ENDDIG)
                PLO     R5
                PLO     R12

Register R8 is set to the address of the high-order binary number byte.  Register 
R6 is the count of binary bits to shift and is set to 32.

; -----------------
; *** LOAD BINARY NUMBER ADDRESS TO R8
                LDI     HIGH(CONVRT)
                PHI     R8
                LDI     LOW(CONVRT)
                PLO     R8
; -----------------
; *** SET BINARY BIT COUNT IN LOW BYTE OF R6
                LDI     32           ;LOWER R6 = TOTAL BIT COUNT
                PLO     R6

The low-order byte of R13 is set to count the first three bytes of the binary number 
that might be loaded in the initialization sequence.

; -----------------
; *** COUNTER FOR FOUR UPPER BYTES
                LDI     3
                PLO     R13
; -----------------
; *** HIGH R9 = BYTE OF BINARY NUMBER
DOMORE:         LDA     R8
; -----------------
; *** IF ZERO BYTE, ADJUST R6 SHIFT COUNT AND TRY AGAIN
                           BNZ     NOMORE



                            GLO    R6           ;GET SHIFT COUNT
                           SMI       8             ;SUBTRACT ONE BYTE OF 8 BITS
                           PLO     R6           ;PUT BACK SHIFT COUNT
                          DEC     R13
                          GLO     R13
                          BNZ     DOMORE       ;LOOP NO MORE THAN 3 TIMES

If the binary byte load loop finds the three high-order bytes of the binary number 
are zero, then the loop terminates and falls through to here.  The last binary byte 
is loaded and store in the high-order half of R9.

The last binary byte is then tested to see if it is greater than 10.  If greater than 10, 
regular Double Dabble processing will continue using the low-order binary byte as 
the value of the binary number.

; -----------------
; *** CHECK LAST BINARY BYTE < 10
                          LDA     R8                   ;GET LAST BINARY BYTE
                          PHI      R9
                          SMI     10
                          BDF     NOMOR2       ;CONTINUE IF LAST BINARY BYTE >= 10

If the low-order binary byte has a value less than 10, that byte is used as the one 
and only BCD digit.  All further Double Dabble processing is skipped.  The value in 
the index register R12 is the same as it would be as if  regular Double Dabble 
processing had occurred.  This allows code that follows the Double Dabble code to 
use the index register value for zero fills and for ASCII conversion in the same 
way.

; -----------------
; *** STORE LAST BYTE AS ONLY BCD DIGIT
                             GHI     R9
                             STXD
                              BR      SKPLBL           ;SKIP ENTIRE DOUBLE DABBLE LOOP

This code is the continuation of Double Dabble processing.  It shows the branch 
targets from the previous less-than-10 code.

; -----------------
; *** RELOAD BINARY BYTE -- RESET COUNT TO 8
NOMORE:          PHI     R9
NOMOR2:          LDI      8
                            PLO     R9


